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Relevance
The first 50 Bitcoins were generated in January 2009. The first crypto-coins were
exchanged for the fiat money in September of the same year - 5,005 Bitcoins
were sold for slightly more than $5. Ten years had not passed, when the
crypto-currency market has turned into a global economic giant. The media hype
around the crypto-currencies, which finally captured the world in 2017, perfectly
confirmed this.
There are some facts about the crypto-currency market according to the data of
coinmarketcap.com portal below:
The market capitalization grew in 2017:

Daily volume exceeded:

The price of most crypto-currencies has shown an unprecedented growth, here
are just some of them:

And if the crypto-currency earnings were earlier, the domain of niche players,
then the general interest generated mass hysteria in the last year. Tens and
hundreds of millions of residents of different countries realized that the future
was in the crypto-currencies and blockchain technology. We are all on the
threshold of a new economic era.
No wonder that millions of people wanted to reserve a place in this future as
soon as possible. The process of active integration has begun.
However, the rapid growth rates make the young market even more difficult for
a beginner. The growth dynamics only increases the information incompleteness
and fragmentation, the verification of which takes considerable time and is
usually not carried out. No wonder that the risk of fraud is very high in the
market. At the same time, there are many seasoned professionals in the market,
although they often remain in the shadows. The tools for working with the
crypto-currencies also leave much to be desired.
As a result, each person faces a choice: to make titanic efforts, personally
collecting and processing the necessary information or, access to paid services,
where the price grows several times for the ‘crypto-’ prefix, in an attempt to save
time resources.
This choice is complicated by the fact that today there is no single resource
where the user could learn the basics of handling the crypto-currencies, quickly
obtain the quality and verified information, as well as the possibility of its
immediate application. Such a resource has not existed until recently.

Our solution
Sometimes the word ‘mission’ sounds too loud, but our project has it: we want to
give any person the opportunity to interact easily with the crypto-currency and
blockchain world. To date, less than 1% of the world's population owns any of
the crypto-currencies, which, of course, opens great development prospects in
this area. Along with this, the market is still very young - it has high volatility,
which assumes high risks, on one hand, but the opportunity to make a big profit,
on the other hand.
To integrate successfully into this complex world, we create the first
decentralized expert-analytical ecosystem NEUROMACHINE (or NRM), which
will become a comprehensive solution - an assistant and tool for anyone, who
wants to interact with the world of crypto-currencies: learn, trade, earn.
Our team is ready to provide the user with a tool that will help to get quickly
quality and verified information with its instant application in practice. In turn,
the electronic assistants, as well as a set of trading and social modules operating
in a single platform and interacting with each other, will help to bring interaction
with the crypto-currencies to a new level.
With the help of NEUROMACHINE, the beginners can get all the necessary
information at one resource easily and quickly with the possibility of its instant
application in practice, and the professionals can get a convenient tool for
working with the crypto-currencies and monetizing their intellectual assets.

NRM platform
The main platform task is to create an expert-analytical platform with the flexible
trading and social modules for providing structured information on the
crypto-currencies and managing them. That is why the convenience and
multifunctionality of the platform interface is one of the main priorities of our
service. Another important NRM task will be the social component of the
platform: the platform will help to support and develop the world
crypto-community by providing the tools necessary for this.
Two interface options will be developed to ensure that the beginners are not lost
in the huge flow of information and the experienced traders have the
opportunity to use advanced functionality.
● Lite version - lightweight interface version. It provides the ease of use
and the availability of understanding of all the nuances and capabilities of
the crypto-environment. It is ideal for beginners.
● Pro version - fully customizable adaptive interface with an ‘expert’
functionality, which allows saving the presents of custom configurations
and easily switch between them depending on the operation mode and
the desired result.

Tool kit
The ease of understanding and managing the user's crypto-assets is achieved
namely due to the combination of the tool functionality and cross-module
interaction between the platform blocks.
The presentation method, functionality, NRM platform performance, interactive
behavior and auxiliary capabilities simplify the information perception, and
make the work with the crypto-currency world easy and comfortable.
The main platform components will be the following modules.

Live tracking
The main page meeting the user at the start. It provides information on the state
of the crypto-currency market. It includes the following components:

Live market
A summary table with the data on the state of the crypto-currency market:
capitalization, price, daily volume and other parameters. Viewing is possible both
on the general aggregated data, and on a specific exchange.

Cryptocalendar
An event calendar around the crypto-currency and blockchain world.
Cryptocalendar will tell users about the events planned for the near future. Here
we can also track how a particular news item or event ‘took a lead’, with a
projection on the crypto-currency graph.

HotTop
A module, paying attention to the relevant crypto-currencies. Selection is based
on such parameters as a sharp price change, a high trade volume, etc. It allows
reducing the response time to an event. The user is offered the crypto-currency
pairs with the greatest potential for trading.

Live trading
The platform area that allows carrying out the buy/sell transactions regarding
the crypto-currency, using the tools not available on the exchanges. Connection
to exchanges is carried out through the secure keys (API keys). Here is a list of
some modules:

Live graph
The module is capable of displaying several graphs of crypto-currency pairs. It
includes the indicator database and tools for working with them, as well as
integration with other system modules.

Order book
The list of active buy/sell orders on the selected crypto-currency pair.

Buy/Sell
Buy/sell module:
● Market order: the system automatically selects the best price from the
order book and makes a transaction.
● Limit order: the user places the buy/sell order at a specified price.
Thereafter it appears in the order book.
● Stop order: the user selects and sets conditions under which the
crypto-currency buy/sell order will be placed.
● Market stop: the crypto-currency market buy/sell, when the price reaches
the set value.
● D-rill order: the crypto-exchanges often do not provide the pairs of
interest for the user. In such cases, the ‘Through Buy’ module allows
creating a synthetic pair, using the third crypto-currency to make a
transaction. The transaction will be completed automatically at the most
favorable market offer.
● Live order: allows simultaneously placing the crypto-currency buy and
sell orders at certain values. For experienced players: simultaneous
‘stop-loss & take profit’.
● Trailing Stop: Trailing Stop is an algorithm for controlling a Stop Loss
order, which operates according to the following scheme:
If the profit on the open position does not exceed the Trailing Stop value,
no action is taken. As soon as the profit on the open position exceeds the
Trailing Stop value, a command is sent to the server to place the Stop Loss
order at a distance of the Trailing Stop from the current price. As soon as
the quotation is received at a distance from the Stop Loss order placed,
exceeding the Trailing Stop, a command to change this order level is sent
to the server to place it at a distance of the Trailing Stop value from the
current price.
● Scaled order: A type of order that comprises several limit orders at
incrementally increasing or decreasing prices. If it is a buy scale order, the
limit orders will decrease in price, triggering buys at lower prices as the
price starts to fall. With a sell order, the limit orders will increase in price,
allowing the trader to take advantage of increasing prices, thereby locking
in higher returns.

Market depth
A tool for visualizing the supply and demand market depth. It is also known as
the ‘market depth’. The visualization variability will be convenient for a thorough
market analysis.

Market history
The list of completed operations from the Order Book, which is updated in real
time.

My orders/order history
The list of the user's open buy/sell transactions, as well as the history of
completed transactions.

Observer
The information disparity and the periodic occurrence of unreliable data
prompted the project team to think about creating the Observer module. This
module will collect information from the social networks, news portals and other
media in real time. The module will inform the user about the key events taking
place on the market. This tool will be supplemented by the possibility of filtering
on selected, customized coins and exchanges.
As you know, the news background is of great importance on the exchange. At
the same time, the user is not physically able to keep track of all the market
news. At the moment, the total crypto-currency amount is already more than
1,500 and their number is growing daily. News collection from different sources
will help the user make timely and correct decisions.

Watchlist
A section that allows selecting the pairs of interest for a quick transition to
trading transactions and tracking information on them.
The Watchlist widget version called Mini Watchlist can run in the background,
being in front of the user all the time. Also, the widget can be called up by one
click in any platform section associated with the trade. It is an excellent assistant
in the rapid assessment of the crypto-currencies of interest for the user.

Strategy builder
Creating strategies on the ‘if-then-else’ principle is a simple and, at the same
time, a powerful tool for building logical buy/sell chains. The tool will enable the
user to build both elementary and more complex logical chains of his/her
trading strategies without any programming skills.
Lack of time is one of the main problems with successful trading on the
exchange. It is impossible for a trader to follow the whole market - the rise and
fall occur every minute, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Strategy builder will
allow not missing the terms favorable for trade. In addition, since the data is
stored and executed on the server, the user does not even need to be online.

Notifications tools
Even the most attentive and disciplined trader is, first and foremost, a person, so
even the most successful and disciplined ones make mistakes. Several platform
tools are devoted to solving this problem. One of them is the notifications
module. It allows the user observing notifications associated with certain market
events. This reduces the likelihood that the user will miss an important moment
in the market.
● The system informs the user about the ‘falling’ market based on the data
received from exchanges. Thus, a trader will be able not only to minimize
his/her losses, but also to receive a profit in the future. The user will be
also informed about the abrupt changes in the coin value placed in
his/her watch list and portfolio.

● Notification. The system will allow specifying the conditions under which
the user will receive an alert.
● A signal from a user or a community suggesting the user about the
prospects or dangers in the form of projecting a crypto-currency with a
description into the graph.
Any user can create his/her own signals, which can be subscribed to by
hundreds and thousands of traders over time. The full module transparency will
contribute to the popularity of profitable signals - all signals will be provided with
the statistical calculations detailing all the important information about the
signals and their authors recorded from the blockchain.

My portfolio
With My portfolio tool, the users can monitor their assets. The traders will have
the opportunity to create a personal portfolio and manage it through the main
functions:
● Tracking of purchased coins, their prices for the current moment, as well
as profit or loss for each coin from the moment of buying.
● Portfolio separation into smaller parts. The user himself/herself can
allocate and assign names to the parts of his/her portfolio, increasing the
efficiency of managing his assets.
For example: at ‘scalping’ - playing on a short position - the user will be able to specify
what part of the portfolio should be used for buying, thereby not mixing portfolios, in
the Live Trading section.
Careful consideration will be given to the visual component of My portfolio
module. For convenient information perception, the section will include the
customized tables and infographics. The Mini portfolio widget will allow
displaying the statistical summaries on the asset status in any platform section.

Blockchain academy
Each platform user is unique and each understands and absorbs information in
his/her own way. To begin trading in the crypto-currency market, a beginner
needs a certain set of knowledge. It varies from person to person. One of the
users will need to pass the initial video course and sit for a few days reading the
knowledge base, and someone will need frequent lessons and in-depth

mentoring for a successful start. The knowledge consolidation in practice can be
carried out with the help of webinars, which will be developed by the
professional tutors.
The opportunity to conduct private lessons and consultations immediately
divides users into two large groups.
The first group is the successful traders and analysts with a good market
understanding or excellent financial indicators confirming this. This part of users
can act as mentors for new traders who need some recommendations and
information about the nuances of working with the crypto-currencies.
The second group consists of the representatives of professional groups, whose
consultations are still poorly used in the crypto-environment. However, the work
of these specialists cannot be underestimated. Thus, the lawyers with an
experience in working with the crypto-currencies will help you to legitimately
solve almost any issue. In turn, the professional psychologists will be able to
protect you from desperate measures. This is likely to have a positive impact on
your investment portfolio. In addition, a psychologist can work in a team with an
analyst, calculating how a human factor and social factor will affect the market
movement.
The NRM Trading Academy will allow anyone learning how to trade and investing
in the crypto-currency market.
The section will include video materials, webinars, author's articles and private
lessons. The NRM community will fill in the section. The platform, in turn, will
ensure high material liquidity through the rating and, consequently, will
introduce the ‘market economy’ laws into the content management system.
Thus, one part of users will not be lost in the turbulent world of
crypto-currencies and blockchain, the other one - analysts and experienced
traders - will be able to monetize their knowledge in exchange for NRM tokens.

Knowledge base
The NRM platform will be eventually filled in with the useful information. With
the help of users and the project team, this information will be structured and
form a knowledge base about the crypto-currency and blockchain world.
In addition, even experienced traders have questions about how certain actions
are performed with certain crypto-currencies at the moment. Several other
factors are added to the purely technical aspects of the work. First of all, they
include legal and psychological ones. The emergence of the latter is contributed

by the emergence of a huge number of ‘fake’ news and other unverified
information negatively affecting the crypto-currency exchange rate. The reality
perception is changing - the news automatically obtains the subjective nature,
and therefore requires special verification. The large market players for all kinds
of speculations actively use the information check and counter-check.
There will be 4 modules in the ‘Knowledge Base’ section.

WIKI
The encyclopedia will provide answers to fundamental questions:
What is a blockchain? What is a token? Who are the miners and what are the mining
pools?
and many others ;)

FAQ
Here you will find answers to the frequently asked questions. Sometimes the
answers will be monosyllabic, not requiring unnecessary details. In certain cases,
the user will see a multifaceted solution that will help cope with a specific task.
For example, register on the exchange, buy a crypto-currency, and transfer funds to a
cold wallet.

How to
A section where the users can share useful information with each other - ask
questions and answer them.
Example: How to place a node for a currency that is undervalued? How to set up a
farm for profit?

Know your coin
This module will include the characteristic of each crypto-currency presented on
the platform: reference information (prices, volumes, capitalization), official
website, links to the social networks, as well as upcoming important events.

Live channel
Video channel dedicated to the crypto-currency and blockchain world. The NRM
team will create the channel content. On the other hand, the platform users can
also become the video content producers by applying for air time allocation.

Developer tools
This tool will enable the independent developers to create modules for
integration into the NRM platform. Another opportunity is the improvement of
existing modules. As remuneration, the independent developers will receive the
NRM tokens, which can be both sold and used for purchases in the internal NRM
Store.
The NRM team is preparing tools for creating new modules. We firmly believe
that the users will have many ideas for improving the platform, as well as
creating modules that are not currently used on the exchanges.

Social
The world has never changed so rapidly. Globalization seeks to make it giant and
the same, the technologies and the digital economics are broken up into billions
of small pieces, as if reducing the distance between people. The world becomes
more complicated. The blockchain technology contributes to this - transparency
does not interfere with anonymity, but completely eliminates the possibility of
fraud or any data rigging.
The economic institutions that have originated in the industrial era and earlier,
try to influence the situation - to place the crypto-currency market into the
legislative framework, trying to subordinate it to the mechanisms and restrictive
measures of the past. Someone acts wisely and takes the crypto-currency from
the discussion category, legalizing it. Someone tries to limit the
crypto-environment with the bans and legal restrictions. No wonder that the
advanced countries, first of all, use the first way. The world is so decentralized
that the process of its transformation cannot be stopped.
The deeper the crypto-currencies enter the everyday people's lives, the more
supporters they receive. The common sense and rationality win. The giant
growth of the community, which is interested in and working with the

crypto-currencies, creates the information gaps. This makes users gather around
a few good, but scattered over the network media or bloggers. A successful
information product cannot do without the participation of these product users
in a world where every person is a media unit. It is this idea that we keep in
mind, developing the social service block of our platform.
Each NRM user will have the opportunity to create content and publish it in a
personal blog or in the communities. Moreover, the users can join in groups,
working on joint content and earning on it. In both cases, other platform
participants will be able to evaluate the result of this work. Thus, it will be
formed the rating of each author creating content useful for others.
Three types of rating can index the platform users:
1. Proof Of Knowledge: User's rating based on the author's content
2. Proof Of Authority: User's rating based on the estimates of persons,
having purchased his services for the NRM token, as well as their reviews.
3. Proof Of System: User's rating based on his/her portfolio profitability
evaluation by the system.
Each type of rating will have its own rating table, open to all users. The rating
table will be displayed for all time and seasonally. Due to the consolidated data,
the users will be able to track the best analysts, agents and traders. The latter
will receive additional remunerations from the NRM platform for the top ratings
every season.
In addition to the full transparency of the rating system, we will add a
gamification - a system of achievements that will allow quickly assessing a
person's profile - to this platform block for the pleasant use of this platform.
Of course, everyone can subscribe to another user and to a separate community
channel. The content will be free or paid only by its creator's decision. However,
the market openness and the absence of entry barriers will surely smooth out
the service price. For today, any trader who does not work by the whip, but
professionally, using technical and fundamental analysis needs several paid
tools that speed up and simplify the work. Often people spend several hundred
dollars for this tool every month. Accordingly, on our platform, the higher the
user's rating is, the greater is the demand for his/her advisory services or
signals. All paid content placed on the NRM will be available for platform tokens.
The content can be either free or closed, access to which will be offered for NRM
tokens.

The list of top content types includes:
● Strategies created in the Strategy Builder.
A user, who has developed a successful trading strategy in terms of earning, has the
opportunity to place it for other members of the NRM community. The more
profitable the strategy is, the more subscribers it will collect and the more its author
will earn.
● A list of crypto-currencies compiled by the user in My portfolio section.
A selection of a crypto-currency set can also become a source of earnings. A balanced
and revenue-generating crypto-currency basket will definitely be successful with other
users.
● Trading recommendations displayed by the user in the Notifications tools
module, through which the signal author draws the attention of other
users to significant events and prospective investment directions.
The best way for confident traders to generate income is to become a ‘mirror’ for the
trading of other users. The data openness will help to choose a signal of a truly
successful trader, who will receive a double income: directly from his/her trade and
transfers from the subscribers.
● Content for Trading Academy:
○ Webinars
○ Private lessons
○ Training videos
○ Learning articles
○ Online master classes
Traditional and effective ways of training. A huge number of successful traders and
analysts who have something to say remain in shadow. For many people, these
simple and proven methods will greatly facilitate the adaptation process in the
crypto-environment.
● The modules in the NRM Store from the Developer Tools section.
● Do you know how to improve the platform? Create your own module and sell it
in the internal NRM store.
When developing the Social unit, a special attention will be paid to
encouragement and additional motivation for users planning to produce content
with certain regularity. It is envisaged to use a long-term loyalty program and a
number of marketing activities for such NRM community members.

NRM Assistant
It is an Important, promising and most complex part in creating the NRM
platform. It is an intellectual assistant working based on a neural network, which,
after training and accumulating the variability of events occurring on the market,
will be able to make forecasts on the growth dynamics of either individual
crypto-currencies or the market as a whole. The basis for such solutions will be
the numerous data collected by the NRM platform.

Technical information based on the graphs and factual news will be taken as the
initial data in the assistant's work. In the second type, the information will take
into account publicly available news items, insides, interviews and additional
data. The news scoring is important for assessing the impact probability of a
certain fact on the market, verifying the information veracity, as well as
establishing a historical reference on a particular information object, which, for
example, may be a separate coin.
The graphs will be analyzed using the mathematical solutions that are necessary
for building models. After this stage, every possible scenario will be individually
loaded into the neuro-module.

The principle of the assistant's work will be based on the complicated
entanglement of the LSM neurons, which is most suitable for the exchange-type
interactions. The NRM Assistant will not only compare and analyze information,
but also accumulate probable outcomes, based on past forecasts. In addition,
the influence of news and mathematical models will be corrected and it will be
formed a common behavioral factor and an event coverage group. The system
will also be able to offer an alternative solution, which, perhaps, will contradict
the general logic as a whole. As a result, the user will receive the probability of a
strategic exchange rate change as a percentage.

Applications and interfaces
The platform will include the applications for the devices based on Windows,
MacOS, Android, iOS, as well as the Web interface. Such devices as Apple Watch,
Android Wear, Samsung gear will support the applications for quick user
notification.

Roadmap
● September 2017. I dea. Formation of a team of founders.
In September 2017, our small team came to the following conclusion at that
time: we lacked tools for successful trading. So we decided to create them by
ourselves. We borrowed some ideas from various paid services. We invented the
other part. A scant services market in such a rapidly developing market led us to
the idea of creating a platform where any person could easily become part of
the modern world economy.
We were lucky - the team of founders was gathered from people who were
excited by the idea and were ready to work, invest and improve for the sake of
implementing the project idea.
● September - October 2017. C
 oncept. Development strategy.
When the idea was formed, we began to assess the full market picture and came
to the conclusion that a huge mass of people wishing to get acquainted with the
crypto-currency, met constant obstacles on their way. The main issue was:
‘Where to begin?’.
Most often, the beginners face the following key problems: crypto-currency
purchase, obtaining knowledge for managing their assets, constant
misinformation in the media.

Based on these data, it was decided to make a platform where a person could
get reliable information on all issues of interest for him/her. At the same time,
the platform will become a quality guarantor, as one of the main features of
blockchain technology is transparency, the inability to forge information in the
decentralized network structure.
Another reason for creating the platform came from the responses of seasoned
market participants - the professionals, as well as the beginners, had to spend a
lot of time filtering a large amount of disparate information. This is especially
relevant in terms of the fact that they often manage not only their assets, but
the assets of others.
● November 2017. Market analysis and marketing research.
Analysis of the services market of both crypto-world and classical trading.
Carrying out marketing research and formulating a modular platform concept.
This work gave us an understanding of the problem nature (or rather, their
aggregate). The development start began.
● December 2017. C
 losed pre-ICO.
Development of the first website version. The NRMc smart contract placement
based on the Ethereum network under ERC-20 standard.
With the help of the NRMc smart contract, the Ethereum network carried out the
fully automated Closed PRE-sale stage.
● January 2018. W
 hite paper issue.
In early January, the closed pre-ico was prematurely ended with a hard cap. In
parallel with the whitepaper issue, we continued to staff our team with the
programmers, designers and analysts. The Legal Department worked on the
jurisdictions and ways to place the project. The main task was the legal
crypto-currency use. The development of a platform demo version began. The
first live meeting of all project participants.

● February 2018. I nterface and media planning.
In February, all our forces were thrown to prepare the platform marketing
support. A promotion strategy was created. The Design Department focused on
creating a brand book and an updated website version.
The designers together with the Analytical Department worked also on the demo
version prototype interface. Then we started developing a media planning
strategy and registering a legal entity.

● March 2
 018. M
 arketing and promotion.
The website versions were translated into the main global languages of the
world. An updated Whitepaper version.
● April 2018. P
 latform demo-version. Pre-ICO
● May 2018. I CO.
● June 2018. The Road Map update based on the ICO results. Starting the client
platform development.
● July 2018. The beginning of the NRM token listing on the crypto-exchanges.
World marketing.
● August 2018. The beginning of a neural network scientific research and
development.
● September 2018. B
 eta platform opening.
● 2019. Training start of the NRM Assistant artificial intelligence.

Token-economics
A fee for the exchange trading transactions will not be charged. The NRM
token development is provided by token accumulation within the system. The
NRM token provides interaction between users within the platform, and the
blockchain technology does not allow fabricating the rating and voting results.
The NRM Wallet (the organized storage process) will use the tolerance system
through the NRM token deposition. Thus, the user himself/herself will decide
what functional he/she needs and will be able to withdraw his/her asset at any
time convenient to him/her.
The NRM token will also be used for economic calculations within the system. In
the case of settlements between the users, the platform will act as transaction
guarantor, as well as resolve disputes between the users. In the future, the
platform users, having the highest rating, will be involved in resolving disputes.

NRM token
For all economic transactions within the platform, the NRM token of ERC-20
standard is used based on the Ethereum public blockchain, which can be sent to
any wallet supporting the above standard.
The choice fell on the Ethereum because of the developed infrastructure, high
prevalence and smart contract support.
It will be issued 4,958,333,333 unique NRM tokens.

Token sale

60% of tokens will be sold at the ICO and Pre-ICO stages (the balance will be
burned).
15% of tokens will be frozen as a team share and unlocked one year after the
Pre-ICO start.
15% of tokens will be frozen for further platform development for a period of
one year, after which it will be used to develop the platform or burned.
5% of tokens will be spent on bonus programs (the balance will be burned).
5% of tokens will be distributed among the consultants and project partners.
This share also includes the tokens of people invested in the project at the
Closed Pre-ICO stage.

Distribution of funds
The funds received for the Pre-ICO and ICO will be distributed in the following
proportions:

50% of funds will be spent on the NRM platform development.
10% of funds will be spent for the infrastructure development: servers, routers
and other equipment.
25% of funds will be spent on marketing and localization around the world.
10% of funds will be spent for the legal support of the project, protection of the
company's intellectual property, as well as its development.
5% o
 f funds will be spent for the technical support at early stages.

Bonus programs
There will be two types of bonus programs when selling tokens during the
Pre-ICO and ICO:
● Extra coins for purchase at an early stage.
● Referral program: you will receive additional NRM tokens for each person
who has purchased tokens under your referral link in a percentage of
his/her purchase.

Team
The project team is not only the professionals in the field of analytics,
economics, finance, jurisprudence, IT technology, mathematics, design and
marketing with a wide range of skills and many years of joint work
complementing each other. First of all, we are the fighters for the idea,
fanatically passionate about our business and aim to prepare the best product
for the global crypto-community. The freedom to choose a social position for
everyone and the transparency of ways to achieve it is our main priority. This
principle allows us being sure that the results of our work will find recognition
among the broad masses.

Waiver
The information provided in this white paper is not exhaustive and does not
represent a basis for obtaining elements of the contractual relationship. Not all
information specified in the white paper is binding for NEUROMACHINE
company, the NRM team as a whole, as well as for a legal entity created under
the project and its affiliated companies. The NRM team and NEUROMACHINE
can completely change, add or remove some parts of this white paper in their
sole discretion, at any time before, during and after the sale of NRM tokens
followed by the new white paper placement on the website.
The NRM token is not a digital (electronic) currency, security, commodity or any
other financial instrument and is not registered under the Securities Act of 1933;
the NRM token does not fall under the securities acts of any US state or
securities acts of any other country or other jurisdiction in which a potential
token holder is a resident.
The purchase and use of the NRM tokens are prohibited to citizens and
residents of the geographical area, where the applicable laws, decrees,
regulations, contracts or administrative acts prohibit an access to the
crypto-currency or digital tokens and their use. The token purchase is also
prohibited, if the buyer is a citizen or resident, including tax resident, of the
United States of America, is a holder of green card or residence permit in the
United States, is in the United States, and his/her preferred place of residence or
permanent place of residence is located in the United States.
Legal component.
This document is provided for information purposes only and is not a public
offer. This document is not an offer to sell or buy any securities or tokens.
Before you purchase the NRM (NEUROMACHINE) token, you, along with your
lawyers and experts, should independently determine whether the tokens
match your interests. The NEUROMACHINE team and its subsidiaries do not
bear any responsibility for losses related to the use of this document or related
to the fact that you have relied on the information contained in this document.
This information does not disclose all the risks and other controversial issues
associated with the purchase of the NRM (NEUROMACHINE) tokens. Before
participating in any transaction, its potential applicants should make sure that
they fully understand the terms and conditions of token issue and all the risks.
This document is not the securities issue prospectus. You should subscribe to
any securities with the right to transfer only based on information contained in
the documents that are legally binding in relation to the relevant transaction,
and not based on information provided in this document. Due to the fact that
the NRM is not a security or an issue prospectus, it is a Utility token.

The digital NRM token is a way of granting the right to its holder to receive
services and products within the platform itself through the NEUROMACHINE
platform in the future.
Utility token is a protocol token. These tokens can be compared to the API keys
used to access the protocol.
This is the way to finance the NRM (NEUROMACHINE) project. For further use
within the platform.
The NRM team makes no promises about the NRM token and its trading on the
exchange. Initially, the NRM token implies its use within the NEUROMACHINE
platform. The situation may change in the future. The NRM (NEUROMACHINE)
token is the Utility token intended for use within the platform itself for all
concepts, principles and rationale.

